The posterior parietal cortex (PPC), along with anatomically linked frontal areas, form a cortical network which mediates several functions that support goal-directed behavior, including sensorimotor transformations and decision making. In primates, this network also links performed and observed actions via mirror neurons, which fire both when an individual performs an action and when they observe the same action performed by a conspecific.
Introduction
A key function of any motor system is the rapid and flexible production of actions in response to external stimuli, including the behavior of other individuals. Having robust representations of performed and observed behaviors has therefore been hypothesized to add survival value in a number of species since it facilitates an array of behavioral functions, including optimal action selection, gaining access to food sources or avoiding predators (1).
However, which neural circuits integrate performed and observed actions, and how, are not well understood. In different species of primates and songbirds, a striking manifestation of such interactions has been described in the form of mirror neurons. Mirror neurons, first characterized in pre-motor cortex (2, 3) then PPC (4) in monkeys, and later reported in humans (5) and birds (6) , respond reliably both when an individual performs a specific action and when they observe the same action performed by a conspecific. Based on these properties, they have been postulated to enable skills requiring conjoint coding of observed and performed behaviors, such as imitation and action understanding (7, 8) . The striking specificity of mirror coding requires that sensory and motor processing streams are combined precisely at the level of single cells, which prompts the question as to how such a mechanism arose originally.
That is, did prototypical sensory and motor processing pathways become linked early in evolution, in which case most species should exhibit sensorimotor mirror matching, or is it a more recent adaptation suited to the needs of a few specific niches?
To address this question, we tested whether neurons in PPC and frontal motor cortex (M2) of mice encode the performance and observation of unrestrained motor behaviors. We chose rodents since they fall between primates and avians phylogenetically, they can socially acquire both sensorimotor and fear-based behaviors (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , and they have proven effective models for studying the neurobiology of empathetic social learning (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . Emerging evidence also suggests that PPC and M2 in rodents, like primates, comprise a cortical network supporting several aspects of goal-directed behavior, including decision making (20, 21) , sensorimotor transformations (22, 23) , and movement planning (24, 25) . Rodent models also bring methodological advantages, including large-scale neural recordings in unrestrained subjects, which enables the analysis of neural ensemble dynamics during any number of selfinitiated actions. In turn, it is possible to uncover intrinsic features of neural population activity driven by behavior, such as state space structure (26) , independently of experimenter bias.
Here, we used miniaturized, head-mounted fluorescent microscopes (27) to image the activity of hundreds of individual neurons at a time while mice performed or observed pellet reaching and wheel-running tasks. First, using dimensionality reduction (28), we saw clear differences in the structure of ensemble responses during performed and observed behaviors.
This motivated the subsequent quantification of single-cell selectivity to specific behaviors using shuffling analyses as well as statistical modeling with a generalized linear model (GLM).
All tests indicated that PPC and M2 were driven strongly by performed behaviors, similar to what has been shown in more stereotypical tasks (26) , but extended here to freely behaving animals. The neural coding of observed behavior, on the other hand, was below chance levels in both brain areas, even in neurons with strong performance correlates. These results indicate that the representation of the observed actions we tested occurs outside the parieto-frontal circuit in mice, which suggests a divergence in action recognition mechanisms between primates and rodents. By extension, this supports the view that sensorimotor mirroring evolved independently in birds and primates.
Results
To determine whether neurons in the mouse PPC and M2 reliably responded to the performance and observation of the same set of behaviors, we used one-photon epifluorescence microscopy to image the activity of neuronal ensembles expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6m (AAV1.Syn.GCaMP6m.WPRE.SV40) via AAV-mediated transfection (921 neurons in PPC in 4 mice; 852 neurons in M2 in 4 mice; Fig.   S1 , Table 1 ). Cellular responses were monitored through a chronically implanted gradient refractive index lens attached to a prism ( Fig. 1 A and C) . All animals were trained to perform the pellet reaching task (29) in an 8.5 x 15 x 20 cm box (Fig. 1B) , in which they were taught to reach through a 1 cm diameter hole to grasp food pellets (Fig. 1B ). They were trained to asymptotic performance levels prior to experimental recordings (maximum of 10 days; Methods) and, concurrently, were habituated to head-fixation and to observe a sibling perform the same task. In the experiments, each animal's cortical activity was imaged during four sessions, with performance (P) and observation (O) conditions interleaved (following a P1-O1-P2-O2 scheme). In parallel, we recorded from each mouse while they behaved freely in a
wall-less open arena (30 x 30 cm) with a running wheel, and while they observed a sibling doing the same (Fig. 1B) . The calcium imaging data were paired with high-resolution behavioral recordings made during both performance and observation sessions.
Having imaged large ensembles of neurons in PPC and M2, as a prelude to our analysis, we visualized how performance and observation conditions affected the population activity. To this end, we applied the uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) method on downsampled population activity vectors (Methods) (28) . As shown in Fig. 2 A and B, this revealed structural discrepancies in the dimensionally-reduced activity space between performance and observation sessions, with population activity states being closer to each other for time points belonging to the same behavior during performance, but not observation conditions (Movie S1). We measured the degree to which time points labeled by the same behaviors were clustered using the Dunn Index (Methods), which produced clustering indices between 2.4 and 10.9 times higher during performance than observation sessions across animals (3 mice in PPC, 1 mouse in M2). This suggested that there were clear signatures of the representation of performed behavior but not observed behavior in PPC and M2 activity.
Due to the dependence of the quantitative aspects of the UMAP results on several initial parameters, such as the dimension of the projective space, a more careful quantification of these effect required going beyond this visualization, which is what we report in the rest of the paper.
To determine if the UMAP results reflected behavioral selectivity at the single-cell level, we quantified the tuning of individual neurons to different actions the animals engaged in while performing the tasks. We labelled the onset and offset of discrete, recurring behaviors, including turning left or right, nose poking, grasping to eat, eating, rearing or grooming (Fig. 3 A; Movie S2; Methods). A cell was considered stably tuned to a behavior if its in-behavior event rate exceeded 95% of the shuffled in-behavior rates in two consecutive performing sessions (Methods). Approximately half the neurons in both PPC (430 of 921 cells; 46.6% in 4 mice) and M2 (439 of 852 cells, 51.5%, 4 mice) were reliably driven by performed behaviors (Fig. 3 B and C ; Table S1 ). While the majority of neurons were uniquely tuned to individual behaviors, subsets of cells were selective for multiple actions, and in all cases, tuning was invariant to the duration of the behavior (Fig. S2) . In the open field task, 67 of 724 PPC cells The heterogeneity of tuning properties, and the tuning of some cells to multiple behaviors, raised the question as to whether cells with similar coding clustered anatomically, as suggested by prior work in parietal and motor areas in different mammalian species (30) (31) (32) . Ensemble imaging allowed us to assess the spatial micro-organization of behaviorally responsive neurons according to their tuning preference in each brain region of each animal.
However, an analysis of the quality of clustering by behavioral tuning (Dunn Index; Methods)
showed no clear tendency of grouping between cells with similar properties, nor any clear mapping based on cortical depth or location in the imaging field of view ( Fig. S3 and S4 ).
Since PPC and M2 showed robust tuning to a variety of performed behaviors, we next assessed whether they responded during observation of the same actions. We compared trialaveraged responses to specific behaviors across all four recording sessions: P1, O1, P2 and O2 ( Fig. 4 A and B upper panels) . However, in both brain areas and across mice, we saw negligible neural tuning to observed actions, irrespective of whether the cells stably encoded performed actions (Fig. 4 A and B lower panels, Fig.S5 ). Specifically,15 of 921 neurons (1.6%) in PPC and 13 out of 852 neurons (1.5%) in M2 exhibited stable observational correlates for the pellet reaching task, even though the total amount of time the animals spent observing behaviors was comparable to the time spent performing them (Table S1 ). To test whether the proportion of cells reliably tuned to observed behaviors exceeded chance levels, we paired neural activity with behavior labels from the wrong sessions and computed false positive rates in this manner for all sessions and all animals (Methods). This approach identified 27/921 (2.9%) PPC cells and 32/852 (3.8%) M2 cells as stably tuned to mismatched observed behaviors, demonstrating that the low number of stable observational correlates was less than expected by chance (PPC: U= 286.5, p > 0.05, M2: U = 228, p > 0.05; Mann-Whitney U test).
Similarly, in the open field task, only three out of 724 neurons (0.4%) and one out of 216 neurons (0.5%) had reliable observational tuning to running behaviors in PPC and M2, respectively. Fewer than 1% of cells had stable, matched correlates for performed and observed actions in the pellet reaching task in either area, which again was below mismatched data rates (U = 364, p > 0.05 for PPC; U = 287.5, p > 0.05 for M2). Moreover, no cells showed matched tuning for wheel-running behavior in the open field task (Table S1 ).
To investigate whether the lack of neural responsiveness to observed actions stemmed from fluctuations in arousal state, we measured variations in pupil diameter, a proxy for arousal and attention (33) , in a subset of mice. Since prior work established that contraction of the pupil is associated with reduced attentiveness and neural responsiveness (34), we restricted our analyses of observation sessions to exclude epochs when the pupil diameter was smallest ( Lastly, we wished to determine the extent to which each of the behaviors explained the activity rates of the cells during performance and observation conditions, for which we used a generalized linear model (GLM) framework (Methods) (35) . The model was designed to incorporate all labelled behaviors as predictors of each neuron's time-varying activity. To quantify how well the behavioral variables accounted for the activity of the neurons, we computed cross-validated negative log-likelihood ratios by normalizing the negative loglikelihoods of single variable models to that of the null-model (Methods). For each of the behaviors considered, and in both pellet reaching and open field tasks, we found that neural responses in PPC and M2 were better predicted by performed behaviors compared to a model with only the constant term (i.e. the mean firing rate; Fig. 5 A and B) . We also noted that the proportions of neurons that were stably tuned to task-dependent behaviors such as grasping (10% in PPC and 24% in M2) and eating (7% in PPC and 6% in M2) fared better than those with task-independent behaviors, such as grooming or rearing. Predictions based on observed behaviors, on the other hand, were in all cases worse than the null-model (Fig. 5 A and B) , which was contrasted strongly by the significant improvement in model performance for the observers' own movements.
Discussion
The results of our study demonstrate that PPC and M2 were reliably modulated by the execution of various natural behaviors in both pellet-reaching and wheel-running tasks, which was juxtaposed sharply by the low number of neurons responding to observed behaviors, which neither exceeded chance levels nor aided in predicting neural activity. Our analysis was inspired by exploration of dimensionally reduced network state dynamics across task conditions, which revealed that population activity in both brain areas was more structured during performance than observation of behaviors. We note that the behavioral clusters in the dimensionality-reduced manifold of performance sessions were not fully separated, which could suggest that the population vectors do not lie completely on a two-dimensional nonlinear manifold, that other tunable parameters of UMAP were not ideally chosen, or that variables which we did not measure, such as posture or decision-making, bind separate behaviors more closely together. In contrast, action observation did not elicit any appreciable structure in population activity. This led us to perform a GLM analysis which confirmed that action observation does not predict neural activity. In fact, the bodily movement of the observers was the most influential factor in the statistical model, which was consistent with results from the performance sessions, and could have been part of a larger wave of neural activation in the brain, as described in recent work in head-fixed animals (36,37).
The fact that the animals were freely moving when performing the tasks allowed us to measure how cells responded to a variety of actions, revealing new features of behavioral coding in both PPC and M2. First, just under 15% of cells in both areas stably represented more than one behavior (Fig. S2 ), and cells coding for different behaviors were intermingled anatomically. This indicates that cell ensembles in PPC or M2 are apt to participate in more than one behavioral representation, though any overarching organization of tuning based on somatotopy (30), posture (38) or ethological organization (31, 39) was not apparent at the microscales at which we were imaging. Furthermore, while the exact proportion of represented behaviors varied per animal, we generally found turning represented strongly in both PPC and M2, while rearing was more prevalent in PPC and grasping was stronger in M2. In both areas, however, eating was the best predictor of population calcium events in the GLM (Fig. 5 ), despite that it was coded by comparatively few neurons. Since this predictability could not be attributed to the over-expression of eating epochs relative to other behaviors (Fig S2) , it could reflect the salience of the consumptive behavior. It could also imply a population coding strategy where increased single-neuron selectivity compensates for the small population size or, conversely, that a small population size is all that is used because the neurons are strongly tuned (40). On the whole, the heterogeneous response selectivity of cells across distinct behavioral categories is consistent with previous work on multisensory coding and decision making in the rodent PPC (41, 42), while the absence of spatial clustering for similarly tuned neurons is consistent with the dispersed anatomical organization of orientation tuning in primary visual cortex (43), and olfactory coding in the piriform cortex (44).
As for mirror neurons, they have been best characterized across primate species in pre-motor cortex and PPC which, together, comprise the parieto-frontal network (2, 4, 45, 46 ). This network supports several functions required for goal-directed behavior including sensorimotor transformations, action planning and decision making (47, 48) . Although it was long thought that rodent brains lacked the prerequisite complexity to subserve higher cognitive functions, a growing body of work shows that both rats and mice exhibit accomplished performance in sensory-motor tasks such as virtual navigation (49) and evidence-based decision making (20, 50) , and they show stimulus history effects (51) (52) (53) . In terms of anatomy, although PPC and M2 are considerably less elaborate in mice than primates, there are several features common to both species which could support action recognition, including strong input from higher visual areas (54, 55) and dense reciprocal connectivity between PPC and M2 (56-59). Given the anatomical and functional similarities, we reasoned that neurons in the rodent PPC-M2 circuit might exhibit mirror-like responses to the observation and execution of the same actions, and were surprised by the effective absence of observational tuning in both areas.
To our understanding, there are at least two possibilities why this could be the case.
One is that the range of behaviors considered was of the wrong kind to elicit mirror responses in rodents. While the pellet reaching task encapsulated the grasping and eating behaviors which evoked mirror neuron activation in primates, it also allowed for the expression of several other natural behaviors, such as grooming and rearing, and wheel running was strongly encoded, particularly in PPC. The absence of observational responses in such tasks suggests that mice may be a species where representations of observed and performed actions do not converge on the same neurons, at least not in the PPC-M2 network, and their capacity for sensorimotor observational learning (13, 14) may depend on non-mirror associative mechanisms. This contrasts with affective learning paradigms, where, for example, mirror-like responses have been shown for pain in the anterior cingulate of rats (19) . Thus, distinct anatomical pathways might utilize different neural mechanisms to support different forms of social learning. Another possibility for our findings is that observed actions are encoded in areas outside or upstream of where we imaged. For example, extrastriate areas AL and RL receive the same, if not more, input from V1 as the more medial regions we imaged in PPC, and they project to frontal motor cortices, and could be potential targets for similar experiments in the future.
If the cortical motor system in mice indeed lacks mirror neurons it could also have implications for the evolutionary lineage of sensorimotor mirroring (60) . To date, such a phenomenon has been shown in songbirds (6) , new (46) and old world monkeys (2, 45), and humans (5, 61) . This variety of species raises questions about the phylogenetic development of the capacity for mirroring, and the systems supporting these functions. For example, neurons jointly encoding the vocalization of self and others were found in the telencephalic nucleus HVC of swamp sparrows and zebra finches (6, 62) , while audio-vocal mirror neurons were shown in the human inferior frontal gyrus (63) . Though avian and primate circuits are not structurally homologous, the question of whether the capacity for mirroring evolved independently or originated in a common ancestor has remained open. Our results suggest the former scenario. Unlike sensorimotor mirroring, vicarious responses for affective states, such as disgust or pain, have been reported in corresponding areas in humans (64, 65) and rodents (19) , which is consistent with conserved mirroring involving more ancient sub-cortical systems. This suggests that fundamentally different neural computations may support emotional vs. sensorimotor learning, at least in rodents, and that the likelihood of finding mirror neurons within a system will vary depending on the species in question.
Materials & Methods
Subjects and virus injection. All procedures were approved by and in accordance with the Norwegian Animas Act and the European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes. Experimental mice were 3 to 7 month old wild type C56BL/6 females (6 from Taconic Bioscience, 2 from The Jackson Laboratory), individually housed on a 12 hr inverted light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water. Surgeries were performed under sterilized conditions and body temperature was maintained at 37°C with a heating pad. Anesthesia was induced using isoflurane mixed with oxygen (5% for induction, 1-1.5% for maintenance) on a stereotactic frame (David Kopf Instruments). Prior to surgery, mice were injected with analgesics subcutaneously (Metacam 1 mg/kg, Temgesic 0.1mg/kg weight) and with a local anesthetic (Marcain 0.5mg/ml) under the skin surface above the skull before making an incision. Following the initial induction and drug administration, the dorsal surface of the head was shaved and ophthalmic ointment was applied to the eyes. The incision area was scrubbed with cotton swabs dipped in 70% Ethanol followed by betadine (2 x each), and a small incision was made along the midline. All measurements were made relative to bregma for virus and prism probe implant surgeries. A craniotomy (1.2 x 1.2mm) was made and each animal was injected with 300nl of AAV1.Syn.GCaMP6m.WPRE.SV40 (University of Pennsylvania Vector Core; item # AV-1-PV2823) at multiple locations in the right hemisphere of the posterior parietal cortex (AP: -1.95, ML: 1.5, DV: 0.35 and 0.7; AP: -1.95, ML: 1.9, DV: 0.35 and 0.7mm relative to bregma) or secondary motor cortex (AP:+0.5, ML: 0.5, DV: 0.5; AP: +0.2, ML: 0.5, DV: 0.5mm relative to bregma) using a Nanoject II Injector (WPI, USA), delivering virus at a rate of 35nl per min with a controller (Micro4; WPI). The glass injection pipette was left in place for 10 min postinjection, after which it was slowly withdrawn. Following the viral injections, the craniotomy was filled with Kwik-Sil silicone elastomer (WPI) and the incision was closed with nylon sutures. After surgery, mice were kept in a heated chamber until they regained consciousness and began moving.
Prism probe implantation. One week post virus-injection, a 1mm diameter gradient refractive index lens (GRIN) attached to a prism (Inscopix) was lowered stereotaxically into the craniotomy at a rate of 10µm/s while the tissue was treated constantly with saline to minimize desiccation. The prism lens was positioned 1.2-1.3mm deep and 0.15 -0.2mm away from the injection site. Lens implants were secured to the skull with a thin layer of Kwik-Sil silicone elastomer, followed by a thick layer of adhesive cement (super-bond C&B, Sun Medical). The lens cuff was filled with Kwik-Cast (WPI) for protection during a 1-2 week interval to allow for viral expression. A custom made head bar was cemented to the skull with dental acrylic for head fixation in behavioral experiments.
Once viral expression was confirmed, mice underwent anesthesia to secure a baseplate (Inscopix), which was cemented on the prism probe to support the connection of the miniaturized microscope during in vivo imaging under freely moving conditions. During the procedure, a baseplate was attached to the miniature epifluorescence microscope (nVista HD, Inscopix) and stereotaxically positioned to a desired focal plane with the help of visible landmarks (GCaMP6m-expressing neurons and blood vessels) using 20-30% LED power, a frame rate of 5Hz and digital gain of 4. Once the focal plane was identified, the microscope and baseplate were raised by ~50µm to compensate for shrinkage of the adhesive cement, and were subsequently fixed in place using the same compound, followed by a thin layer of dental acrylic mixed with black carbon spherical powder (Sigma Aldrich) to minimize the light interference of the imaging field. The baseplate was covered with a protective cap (Inscopix), and imaging began within 1-2 days.
Behavioral training and recording. Animal training. Pairs of sibling animals were used in all experiments, and were housed together for one week prior to the start of training. During this period, each animal was habituated to the experimenter and handled extensively on a daily basis. Subsequently, mice were housed individually and food restricted to maintain 90% initial body weight throughout the training period. They were trained daily for 7-10 days in a modified version of the pellet reaching task (29) . The chamber used for the task was built from clear plexiglass (3mm thick, 20 x 8.5 x 15cm) with a rectangular cylinder attached externally through which food pellets were delivered (Fig.1) . After one day of habituation to the box with no pellets, animals underwent 2 stages of task acquisition; shaping and training. During shaping (2 days, 2 sessions per day), mice were presented with multiple chocolate pellets (20mg per pellet, TestDiet) in the reaching compartment to reinforce reaching behavior. During the subsequent training period (5 days, twice per day), a single pellet was placed in the reaching compartment and the animals' performance was monitored during 15 min sessions. In this task, each mouse learned spontaneously to turn in a circle in place to elicit pellet delivery (leading to a turn-grasp-eat motif), though this was not explicitly shaped by reinforcement.
Trials in which animals retrieved the food pellet with their tongue were excluded from the analysis. Experiments began once mice exceeded 40 successful trials in at least 2 consecutive sessions.
Following head bar placement, the same cohort of animals was gradually habituated to headfixation over an 8-10 day period. First, they were allowed to move freely in and out of a 4.5 cm diameter acrylic tube, and were subsequently head-fixed with their body in the tube for 15 min. Over 7 days this was increased to 45 min until body movement was minimal. Finally, animals were habituated to head fixation while another conspecific performed the pellet reaching task in front of them. This process typically required ~10 days. (Fig. S6) . ImageJ software (NIH, version 1.52e) was used to trace a region of interest (ROI) at the lateral edge where the pupil, which was black, met the lighter-colored sclera, which changed dynamically when the pupil dilated or contracted (as in (66)). The mean pixel intensity of the ROI was registered as a negative number that was closest to zero (i.e. largest) when the pupil was dilated maximally, and was most negative when the pupil was contracted (Fig. S6) . For each mouse, a binary threshold was determined that captured periods when the pupil was contracting to the smallest size; this was used to flank epochs when the pupil was most contracted, typically when animals were quiescent and motionless.
Behavioral labeling. Videos were decompressed and downsampled by a factor of 5 (except for one animal which had a 25fps image acquisition rate) to reduce file size and match calcium imaging sampling frequency. The videos of several behavioral sessions were reviewed closely to determine which behaviors were sufficiently frequent and reliable to label manually, including task-specific (e.g. grasping a pellet) and non-specific (e.g. rearing) behaviors. The behaviors were manually labelled using a Jython-based, custom-developed graphical user interface (GUI). For each recording session, videos with different fields of view (with at least one of the performer and one of the observer) were loaded into the GUI, and two experimenters scored behaviors from the same sessions frame by frame. The behaviors used for subsequent neural analyses included nose poke, grasping, eating, grooming, turning (with clockwise and counter-clockwise turning separated) and rearing (Movie S2). In the open field we only quantified wheel-running behavior, but again discretized clockwise and counterclockwise directions. We also labeled epochs when observer animals moved their limbs or bodies during the observation experiments, allowing us to measure neuronal activity during observer movement.
Calcium imaging. One photon imaging of intracellular calcium activity was acquired at a rate of 20-25Hz, with LED power set to 20-30% and a gain of 1; the same image acquisition parameters were maintained for a given set of sessions (4 x 10 min) to allow for comparison of neural activity (27) . Calcium imaging timestamps were synchronized with the behavioral recording system for offline behavioral analyses. Synchronization was done using the nVista DAQ box (Inscopix), which enabled triggering of external hardware (behavioral recording system; Simi) using a TTL system. GCaMP6m-expressing C57BL/6 mice were imaged while performing the pellet reaching task (2 x 10 min), and again while observing the task (2 x 10 min) while head-fixed. The following day, the same animals were imaged while freely exploring the open field with the running wheel (2 x 10 min), and again while head-fixed, observing a conspecific doing the same (2 x 10 min).
Image processing. Fluorescence movies were processed using Mosaic Software (v.1.1.2, Inscopix). Raw videos were spatially downsampled by a factor of 4 to reduce file size and processing time; temporal downsampling was not applied. Dropped frames were isolated and interpolated, and the movies were cropped to remove regions lacking cells. Inference' (OASIS) (68) . For this, the fluorescence data was modelled using an autoregressive (AR(1)) process due to the fast rising time of calcium. The decay time of the calcium signal (g hyperparameter) was estimated from the autocorrelation, and the optimized g hyperparameter was set to 0. Lastly, a strict threshold of 5 standard deviations from the mean event was used for further calcium event estimation. All subsequent analyses used the inferred calcium events to minimize the effect of decay kinetics of calcium signals.
Signal-to-noise ratio.
A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) analysis was performed to estimate the quality of the deconvolved output relative to raw traces. Every raw trace value in the interval spanning one second before to seven seconds after a registered calcium event (to accommodate the sharp rise and slow decay of the calcium signal) was considered as signal, and everything outside that range was considered as noise. The SNR was defined as the ratio of the mean of the traces related to calcium events and the standard deviation of the noise.
Any cell that failed to exceed or match the SNR minimum value of 3.5 for all sessions was discarded from further analyses.
Behavioral tuning and shuffling. Calcium event rates were calculated for each cell during each behavior by dividing the total number of events within a behavior by the total time spent in that behavior (in seconds). The calcium event trains were then offset by a random interval between 20 and 60 sec one thousand times, and event rates for each behavior were recalculated for each permutation, generating a shuffled distribution. The observed firing rates were z-scored relative to the shuffled distribution, and a cell was considered significantly tuned if its z-scored rate was 2 standard deviations above its shuffled mean during a given behavior.
Only cells meeting this criterion for two of the same type of session were considered stably tuned. During observation sessions, the observers' body movements were registered in addition to the behavior of the performer. Cells tuned to the observer's movement in any session were discarded from the analysis as potentially showing tuning to observed actions.
Peri-event time histograms.
Calcium events were binned in 200 ms windows relative to the onset of a given behavior, converted into rates and convolved with a Gaussian kernel with a width of 1 bin. Behavioral epochs shorter than 100 ms were excluded from the analysis. For each bin, the mean and the standard error of mean were calculated over epochs. After averaging over epochs, each cell was normalized to its peak rate and cells were ordered according to the magnitude of their z-scored rate in the first performing session (P1). Dimensionality reduction. The fast, non-linear dimensionality reduction algorithm, UMAP, was applied to visualize the high-dimensional neural state space using a lower-dimensional manifold while preserving high-dimensional local and global structures. To do this, cells were first registered across a total of 60 minutes of combined pellet reaching and open field recordings (described in "Cell registration") to ensure similarity. The calcium event trains were then binned to the resolution of the imaging sampling rate (20Hz for PPC, 25Hz for M2) and the activities were convolved using a Gaussian kernel with a width of 2 bins. Neural data was downsampled to every 2 bins, then further downsampled by keeping only the time points when >10% of the population for performing sessions and >5% for observing sessions had non-zero convolved events. Dimensionality reduction with UMAP was performed assuming a Manhattan distance metric, and the parameters (n_neighbors=5, min_distance=0.5, spread=1.0) were kept the same for all neural data sets.
Dunn Index. The compactness of the behavioral clusters (i.e., cluster of time points corresponding to the same hand-labeled behavior) in the dimensionality-reduced representation was assessed using the Dunn Index (DI) (70). To this end, the centroids were first calculated for every behavioral cluster. Distances between each point within a behavioral cluster and the cluster's centroid (intra-cluster distances) and the distances between centroids of different clusters (inter-cluster distances) were measured. The DI was then calculated as the ratio between the minimum inter-cluster distance and the maximum intra-cluster distance (as defined above). The DI provides a measure of overall clustering quality, i.e., a high Dunn index corresponds to tight clustering in the data.
Generalized linear model. For performed behaviors, the neural calcium event data from
performing sessions was fitted with generalized linear models (GLMs) to determine whether a given performed behavior explained the calcium events better than the neurons' mean calcium events rate. To do this, the events were binned to the resolution of the imaging sampling rate (20Hz). The calcium event data were then fitted with a Bernoulli GLM (35) assuming the neurons were independent. Each GLM contained a parameter corresponding to a handlabeled behavior (nose poke, pellet grasping, eating, grooming, turning CW, turning CCW, rearing, running CW or running CCW) as well as a constant term. The likelihood of the data given each of the models was maximized across 10 folds of the data. Calcium events recorded from each neuron were also fitted with a Bernoulli GLM (which we call the null model) with only the constant term, which corresponded to the neuron's mean calcium event rate. The outof-sample likelihood was calculated for each fitted GLM. The cross-validated negative loglikelihood ratio (cross-val nLLR) was then calculated as the difference between the out-ofsample model likelihood, which was obtained from the GLM with a parameter attached to a hand-labeled behavior, and the out-of-sample null model likelihood, which was from the GLM with only the constant term, normalized over the out-of-sample null model likelihood and averaged over 10 folds of the data. Recordings from M2 were similar to A, showing a stronger tendency to cluster during performed than observed behaviors. Table S1 . Summary of performance and observation tuning in PPC and M2
